Safe education

A guide to ensure schools and universities
are educated in safe, emergency evacuation

The World’s No.1 Stairway Evacuation Chair
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Introduction
This guide is for headteachers, principals, governors, vice-chancellors,
facilities managers, occupiers and owners of educational premises.
Exploring emergency evacuation
procedures in schools, colleges,
universities and academies, this
report looks at who is responsible in
an emergency evacuation, what to do
in an emergency, who requires specific
training and how to ensure mobilityimpaired pupils are evacuated safely
from an education environment.
It’s essential that principal and
nominated staff in education
environments are aware of the
procedures for the safe evacuation
of pupils, visitors and staff, including
those who may be mobility-impaired.

The World’s No.1 Stairway Evacuation Chair

Evac+Chair, the world’s leading
manufacturer of the evacuation chair
which offers a universal solution for
smooth stairway descent during an
emergency, understands why and how
education teams can best deal with
emergency evacuation situations.
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1 The rules

What education
establishments need to know
The Regulatory Reform
(Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO)
Staff employed in any educational premises must know their role in
an emergency and be well-educated to ensure everyone is evacuated
safely from a building. The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
2005 emphasises risk reduction and fire prevention.
Managing fire risks within your school and providing an evacuation plan to all staff,
pupils and visitors are legal requirements of the Fire Safety Order. The main rules
under the order are that workplaces, including schools and other educational
institutions, must carry out a fire risk assessment, identifying possible dangers
and consider those who may be especially at risk.

The Fire Safety Order is clear – the ‘responsible person’ needs to
ensure everyone is evacuated safely during an emergency.
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1 The rules

Who is the responsible person?
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Headteacher Principal Chancellor President
Vice-chancellor Board of governors Master and fellows
In an educational establishment, the ‘responsible person’ could be the headteacher,
the principal, chancellor, president, vice-chancellor, master or the board of
governors. In schools maintained by the local authority, the ultimate responsibility
for fire safety lies with the council but duties can be delegated.

It is the ‘responsible person’s’ duty to ensure risk assessments are
carried out and reviewed regularly in order to identify what is
needed to prevent a fire and keep people safe.
Alongside the ‘responsible person’, schools, colleges and universities should enlist fire
wardens and management to deploy regular co-ordinated practice sessions including
practice with relevant equipment to ensure vital skill sets do not diminish. Specific
drills should also be conducted with a reduced number of staff and students in order
to be prepared for an emergency taking place outside normal working hours.
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1 The rules

The safe evacuation of the school is not the responsibility of the fire
service. Your education establishment’s procedure should clearly set
out which members of staff are responsible for students and which are
responsible for checking different areas during an evacuation.
Without putting themselves at risk, staff must ensure that students and visitors in
their care, are able to evacuate promptly and safely from a building.

Fire Emergency Evacuation Plans
(FEEPs) are essential
A Fire Emergency Evacuation Plan (FEEP) is a document which
includes all the actions to be taken by staff in the event of a fire
and the protocols for summoning emergency services.
The key to producing an effective FEEP is to keep it simple so it’s easier for everyone
to understand and for preventative action to be taken quicker in the event of a fire.
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2 The building

Assessing all building levels
in an education environment
The safety of students, staff and visitors is paramount and a fire risk
assessment is a necessity in all educational establishments.
The assessment takes a methodical and independent look at your
premises, the activities carried out there and the likelihood of a fire
starting which could cause harm to those in and around the premises.

The key aims of a fire risk assessment are:
1. To identify potential fire hazards
2.	To eliminate those hazards where possible and reduce the
likelihood of potential risks
3.	To decide what fire precautions and procedures are necessary to
ensure the safety of everyone, if a fire does start.

Your fire risk assessment should demonstrate that you have considered
the needs of everyone, including those who are mobility-impaired.
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2 The building
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In the event of an evacuation
During the course of an evacuation, all staff will effectively be considered
‘fire marshals’. Where it is safe to do so, members of school staff can check
rooms to ensure that no one has been left behind.
For schools, it’s highly important to have an up-to-date
register of pupils. Once the evacuation is complete, you
should check evacuees against the school’s register and
sign-in sheets. If a pupil is missing after an evacuation, staff
can make a judgement call if it is safe to retrieve them.
If it’s a false alarm or the fire is very small and restricted to
a separate building, two members of staff should go together.
They must have a means of communicating with marshals
outside and a map or blueprint of the school building.
For some sites, including university buildings, the ‘responsible
person’ will normally be aware of the maximum number of
people liable to be present in their building. There will also be
an appreciation of the use of the building by those who need
special care including the mobility-impaired.
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3 The people

How do you ensure mobility-impaired
students are evacuated safely in an
education environment?
The importance of a PEEP
Pre-planning for an evacuation is essential.
Ensuring the needs of all students, staff and visitors including the mobility-impaired
must be identified. A Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan, known as a ‘PEEP’, has
to be devised by the relevant person responsible to comply with the Fire Safety
Order. This ensures key arrangements for evacuating individuals with a disability
are considered.
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3 The people

Specialist equipment
Evacuation chairs are proven to be the most efficient
and user-friendly aids in emergencies, enabling the
operator and passenger to safely exit the building.
Due to more than one person possibly needing assistance, other
types of evacuation products may be required such as slide sheets,
rescue mats or stretchers in addition to evacuation chairs.
All evacuation aids must be located in a designated refuge point
which is specified in the building’s fire strategy. Each fire exit must
accommodate the able-bodied and mobility-impaired so all
equipment must be readily available and accessible at the refuge point.

Where evacuation equipment is needed,
Evac+Chair is very much part of this process.
The responsible person and, specific individuals who will assist the
mobility-impaired during an evacuation, are fully trained to use evac
chairs by Evac+Chair’s specialist trainers. This training is to one of
two standards: dedicated operator or key trainer.
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4 The training

Who do you train in an
education environment?
In the event of an emergency, educational staff are considered fire
marshals who ensure all pupils and visitors can escape a building,
including special arrangements for people with mobility needs.
Each educational establishment will specify staff responsibilities and will provide
training by its ‘responsible person’.

Staff training will most likely consider action upon a fire alarm
being raised including:

Good
housekeeping
practices

Action to
be taken on
hearing the
alarm

Procedures for
re-entry to the
building

Exit routes
available
to staff at
different
locations in
the building

Assembly
points around
the building
and register
procedures

Practical use
and location
of portable
fire-fighting
equipment

Staff should receive refresher training every three years. In cases where the
layout or the use of building has changed, staff will need to be re-trained.
Regular practice drills ensure all those involved with safely evacuating the
building are well-versed but, also provide an opportunity to check specialist
evacuation equipment such as Evac+Chairs.
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5 The places

Education establishments
already practising emergency
evacuation procedures
Royal Latin School in Buckinghamshire

Problem
Royal Latin School identified the need for additional emergency
evacuation aid for mobility-impaired students, staff and visitors.

Solution
The school installed 15 Evac+Chairs to ensure safe escape routes
for everyone as well as providing key members of staff with
Evac+Chair’s servicing maintenance programme and training.

Results
Debbie Donoghue, Premises Manager at the Royal Latin School, said:
“The safety of our pupils, staff and visitors is paramount and having
the confidence that we have the highest-quality safety apparatus
in the event of an emergency is crucial. Lifts should not be used in
the event of a fire or other emergencies and, for some, this could cut

Regular
servicing
and ongoing
maintenance
provided by
Evac+Chair
ensures
compliance
with key
legislation

off exits from our building. The school’s investment in installing 15
evacuation chairs will ensure a safe escape route for everyone.
The more people who are trained in using the Evac+Chair the
better as this will minimise risk and improve accessibility. Regular
servicing and ongoing maintenance provided by Evac+Chair ensures
compliance with key legislation, and will also ensure that the
apparatus is kept in good working order. It is extremely reassuring to
know that, should we require it, we have the necessary equipment
and skills to potentially save lives.”
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5 The places

The University of Chester

Problem
The University of Chester is one of the oldest education
institutions in the country with more than 150 buildings of
varying style and age.
Most of the buildings are multi-storey with stairways as the

A stairway
evacuation
device...
allows us to
offer a safe
means of
emergency
escape for all

approved route to safety in an emergency evacuation.
The University needed a safe escape solution for the mobilityimpaired who are unable to use stairs in an emergency.

Solution
Evac+Chair International provided a turnkey product
and support package that included 34 Evac+Chair
stairway evacuation chairs, training and a servicing
maintenance programme.

Results
Stephen Povey, Health And Safety Manager
at the University of Chester, says:
“We have a transient population that changes every year.
We have to cater for those that are currently here and for those who
may wish to study or work here in the future. A stairway evacuation
device was identified to us as a way of fulfilling our health and safety and
equality and diversity commitments as it allows us to offer a safe means
of emergency escape for all.” and skills to potentially save lives.”
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The World’s No.1 Stairway Evacuation Chair

ParAid House Weston Lane
Birmingham B11 3RS
United Kingdom
+44 (0)845 230 2253
enquiry@evacchair.co.uk
www.evacchair.co.uk

For a free
evacuation site
survey or advice
on training at
your education
establishment,
please contact
Evac+Chair.

A division of
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